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Farming is adopting innovative technologies to rise to challenges, such as growing 
demand and the need to reduce environmental impacts, but connectivity is a key enabler

How farming is responding to modern challenges

The agricultural sector is facing significant challenges 
as our growing population leads to demand for higher 
yields.  This is compounded by environmental concerns 
which call on farmers to use resources more efficiently 
and adhere to climate-friendly practices.

Smart farming is a concept which responds to such 
challenges through the application of advanced ICT 
solutions.  Such technologies include a variety of 
sensors, the Internet of Things (IoT), GPS tracking, big 
data analysis, cloud computing, precision hardware, 
automation and robotics.

This work can be made even more challenging 
because technological innovations usually rely on 
internet connectivity to provide the desired benefits 
and, of course, businesses in rural locations typically 
experience greater difficulty in getting connected.

Fast, reliable connectivity is therefore a crucial enabler 
of smart farming principles and NVT Group company 
Aiir Networks is at the forefront of providing such 
connectivity as part of its overall mission to connect 
everyone, to everything, everywhere.

How sensor technologies are used in smart farming
Sensors provide data to farmers to help them optimise crops, monitor livestock and keep up with changing environmental 
factors which affect yields and disrupt operations.  Internet connections are required to transmit the data from sensors to 
the computers that analyse it and the people who make decisions based on that analysis.

Collars with integrated movement sensors and 
microphones are capable of monitoring the 
behaviour of cows and their ruminating time.  
Alerts are sent to farmers when activity increases 
(indicating the cow may be in heat) or decreases 
(indicating the cow may be sick).

Climate sensors work by monitoring field areas 
and by providing flood and other weather 
warnings, whilst temperature and humidity 
sensors play an important role in assessing the 
ambient conditions of physical spaces.

Sensors can provide insight into the anatomy 
of soil, e.g. measuring pH or clay levels, enabling 
farmers to know the soil’s drainage capacity or 
acidity, which allows adjustments in irrigation to 
be made in accordance with reported conditions. 

Sensors can be added to silos in order to monitor 
conditions during the storage of grain.  The 
sensors can measure temperature, air quality, 
humidity, gases and the movement of grain inside 
the silo. The farmer is alerted to any unusual and/
or harmful values.

Multispectral sensors can be attached to drones 
to take scans of fields and thus uncover problems 
that the human eyes can’t ordinarily detect, 
e.g. dry areas, regions which are being denied 
important nutrients, or places being negatively 
affected by pests.

GPS sensors enable farmers to track the 
whereabouts of their livestock, whilst harvesting 
and other processes can be enhanced using 
precision vehicle guidance systems to help with 
routing through fields, thus reducing overlap and 
saving time.



Aiir Networks deployed bespoke connectivity solutions to a network of farms throughout 
the UK, facilitating important research and enabling smart farming practices

CASE STUDY

The solution involved fitting each farm location with 
one or more mains electricity powered porta-cabins in 
key locations.

Each cabin was built to contain any necessary ICT 
hardware and to allow for the ingress and egress of 
wired and wireless connectivity solutions.

Depending on the needs and geography of each 
location, we designed and implemented a bespoke 
network connectivity solution within each farm 
boundary.

This enabled the transfer of data acquired from the 
smart sensor systems to research teams, for analysis on 
site.  The connections have also been used to enable 
smart farming principles that have helped farms to   
work more efficiently.

Given the distribution, diversity of size, purpose and 
physical geographies of the farms, it was anticipated 
that conventional broadband services, having limited 
availability across rural Britain, would likely be insufficient 
for the large data acquisition and communication needs of 
the research teams.

As such, Aiir Networks teams conducted site surveys to 
help design and implement truly bespoke connectivity 
solutions at each farm.  Subsequently, we selected and 
implemented the best available backhaul method for 
connectivity depending on the needs of each location.

To help manage costs effectively, we maintained a small 
rolling stock of equipment and sundry items which 
allowed for a “single visit” installation at each site.  As 
each location was fully bespoke, a reasonable degree of 
flexibility in delivery specification was expected in order 
to deliver a best possible outcome for the research base 
established at each farm location.

Overview of the solution

A tailor-made approach
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Outcome

Sensors and other smart farming technologies rely 
on reliable and stable high-speed connections, which 
can be provided by Aiir Networks on a case by case 
basis.  By doing so, we can do our bit to help transform 
traditional farming practices and respond to industry 
challenges.

At Aiir Networks, we specialise in the design, 
implementation and support of wired and wireless 
connectivity solutions.  We are engaged in projects 
across agriculture, aquaculture, renewables and 
community broadband programmes.

Our mission is to deliver network connectivity via 
wireless technologies to communities across Scotland 
and the rest of the UK.  Focusing on this challenge, 
we develop technology and business partnerships to 
rapidly deploy superfast broadband in rural and other 
geographically challenging locations.

Aiir Networks successfully designed, implemented and 
supported connectivity solutions for a total of 17 farms 
throughout the UK.

By doing so, we helped to facilitate valuable research 
into the benefits of smart sensor technology in the 
agricultural sector.

Post-research, connectivity infrastructure was left 
installed in farms to provide further benefits by 
facilitating smart farming technologies.

Connecting everyone, to everything, everywheree

“In the beef industry, there’s not a lot of tech being used 
and we as farmers have really got to use every item in 
the toolbox to allow us to look after the welfare of our 
animals.  So, whether it’s sensors on tails to alert us a 
cow is imminent, or electronic tags to monitor daily live 
weight gain, or calving cameras, I’m able to check on 
the cows at any moment, anywhere.”

Robert Neill, Upper Nisbet Farm, Jedburgh


